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Greetings!
Welcome to the confusing, yet fascinating world of
crustaceans. Have you ever wondered what seafood are
crustaceans and what are not? The whole nomenclature of
these creatures is confusing. Read this newsletter and you
will be able to amaze your friends with your knowledge of
those creatures.
Plus, crustaceans are an allergen. Some people are allergic to all crustaceans and some
are allergic to only one for a few. It is good to know kinds of seafood are crustaceans,
and which are not in case of a food allergy.

Now You KnowNow You Know

ShrimpShrimp

Are They The Same?Are They The Same?

Depending on where people
live in the world, they will
most often use either the
term Shrimp or Prawn to
refer to both species.
However, these crustaceans
are not the same.

PrawnPrawn
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Most commonly in North America, Shrimp is used to describe both species, and in the
UK, Australia, and New Zealand, Prawn is commonly used to describe both.

Both species are members of the Decapod order, meaning they have ten legs. Both have
a body with three segments: the head, the thorax, and the abdomen, and a thin
exoskeleton; the shell that we remove before cooking or eating.
Both species have a very similar taste and cook the same way. For culinary purposes,
they can be called the same thing.

ShrimpShrimp
Shrimp are members of the suborder, pleocyemata, which includes lobsters, crayfish,
and crabs. Shrimp have an exoskeleton where the thorax overlaps the head and
abdomen so their bodies are more flexible and you often see them curved in shape.
Also, shrimp carry their eggs inside their abdomen. Shrimp can live in many types of
water; cold or water, fresh or salty so they are found all around the world. Most shrimp
prefer salty water. Shrimp tend to be smaller in size.

PrawnsPrawns
Prawns are members of the suborder, dendobrachiata, but they are closely related to
shrimp, crab, and lobsters. Prawns have an exoskeleton, where each segment overlaps
the segment below so they are less flexible and less curved. Prawns drop their eggs in
the water. While prawns can be found in both salty and freshwater, they prefer fresh
water and generally warmer water. Prawns are generally bigger than shrimp.

In That Case, What About Lobsters, Crayfish, and Crabs?In That Case, What About Lobsters, Crayfish, and Crabs?

LobsterLobster
There are two kinds of lobsters: rock or spiny lobsters in
the family, Palinuridae, and the American lobster, in the
family Nephropidae. Most of us know the American
lobster. Lobsters have two body sections: a head and
thorax and an abdomen. They have a hard exoskeleton.
Lobsters have two claws and... Did you know? Lobsters
will be stronger with one claw or the other, just as people

develop a preference to use either the right or left hand. American lobsters live in
saltwater and prefer rocky areas where they can hide. Lobsters can thrive in warm and
cold water, but the taste and texture are different. Coldwater lobster generally have a
slightly sweeter taste and their meat is firmer.

CrayfishCrayfish
Even though crayfish have the word fish in their name,
they are not fish. They are crustaceans like small lobsters.
In the US, they can also be known as crawdaddies,
crawfish, mountain lobsters, among other terms. They live
in running freshwater, or in swamps and paddy fields.
They are found all over the world, but generally in areas where the water is room
temperature or a bit warmer.

CrabsCrabs
Crabs are such an abundant species of crustaceans. They
are found all over the world, in salt and fresh water, cold
or warm. They come in many sizes. It is also amazing that
crabs can pass from living in water to living on land. In



the water, crabs get oxygen through their gills, just like
fish. On land, crabs can absorb oxygen through their gills,
as long as their gills remain damp. There are crabs that
live mostly in the water and those that live mostly on
land. They are diverse and adaptable creatures and full of
nutrition.

Which crustaceans are the most nutritious?Which crustaceans are the most nutritious?
Prawns have the least calories and fat, followed by crayfish and lobster. Shrimp and
then crab has the most fat.
Prawn and shrimp have the most amount of magnesium, followed by lobsters.
And shrimps and prawns are both high in iodine.
Shrimp and prawns have the most quantity of phosphorus, followed by crabs.

Crab has the least amount of cholesterol and the highest amount of omega-3, with
shrimp coming in second for omega-3 oils. Omega-3 oils reduce inflammation and are
very important to our health.
Crab has the greatest amount of zinc, followed by lobsters.
Crab has the most amount of selenium, followed by lobsters then prawns & shrimp.
Crab also has the most amount of protein and iron, followed by shrimp.
Crabs have the most amount of calcium, followed by lobsters.

Crayfish have the most amount of potassium, followed by crabs, then shrimp.

Lobsters, then crabs, have the greatest amount of copper.

All of these crustaceans offer great taste, and health benefits, and are considered to be
some of the most nutritious types of seafood that you can eat.

Coming Soon!Coming Soon!

February Food Recall ReportFebruary Food Recall Report
On March 3, 2021, I will present the food recalls for Canada and the United States for
the month of February. This is a monthly report. Food recalls are reported as they
happen on my Facebook page.

Gluten and Gluten-FreeGluten and Gluten-Free
A discussion of all about foods with gluten and gluten-free foods. What is gluten? Do
you need to avoid gluten in your diet or not?
What can you eat on a gluten-free diet or not? What should you eat on a gluten-free
diet or not?
What are the nutritional profiles of gluten-free replacement foods? How to have a
healthy gluten-free diet?
Join me for an in-depth look at how to eat healthy without gluten on March 6, 2021, at
1300 EST.

Did You Miss This?Did You Miss This?



Day 9 and the spinach finally sprouted. Day 10 and I
have pea shoots to harvest. I put them in my soup and it
was delicious. I can now have fresh pea shoots every
day.

Pea shoots are very easy to grow and all parts of the
visible plant, (stem, leaves, and tendrils) are edible. They
are also a good source of vitamins C, E, A, potassium,
and folate.

Check it out, Indoor Garden Update Day 10 Harvest Time.

Do you love fast, easy healthy dinners that can be made
in fifteen minutes?

Check out this recipe: Easy Shrimp, Vegetable Dinner in
Wine Sauce. It is gluten-free and uses one pan so clean-
up is easy.

Let me know if you like it.

Get the printed recipe here.

Do you wonder how nutritious or not commercially
produced soups are? Here I look at two polish
Borscht soups: one is a dry powder and the other is
a liquid concentrate.

How do they taste? How nutritious are they? You
might be surprised.

Are Commercial Soups Good For You | Tasting
Polish Borscht Soups.

More of the seeds are sprouting and growing. The
garden is really starting to look like a promising
venture.

Super exciting. Fresh, organic greens inside my
house, next to the kitchen.

Indoor Garden Update Day 4

Making Hot Chocolate at home from scratch is fast, easy
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and so delicious. Once you have tried homemade hot
chocolate, it is hard to drink any other kind of hot
chocolate.

Made with oat milk, it is vegan and dairy-free.

How To Make Three Ingredient Hot Chocolate With Oat
Milk.

Get the printed recipe here.

The kale and lettuce were the first to sprout.
Already, they have started.

Check out this quick update.

Indoor Garden Update Day 2

What do I plant? How do I plant it? What do you need to
start your own indoor vegetable garden?

Check it out here.

How To Plant And Grow An Indoor Vegetable Garden
With Soil

How To Subscribe To This Email Update!How To Subscribe To This Email Update!
Have you subscribed to this email update with tips and information for easy recipes and
to have a healthy life?

Plus there is information about food, in this email, that you won't find in either my
videos or blog posts. Your twice a month way to learn more about food.

Don't miss an update. Here is the link...

Do you have a question about food?

Meal planning?

https://youtu.be/VKAme0o3FRM
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Cooking?

Do you have a video topic that you want
me to cover?

Let me know.

Reply to this email with your input and I
will see how to answer you.

Kitchen EquipmentKitchen Equipment

Do you need kitchen equipment or tools? I have
grouped what I consider to be the essential tools
and appliances for your kitchen into kits. Check out
these:

Baking Essentials

Eco-Friendly Food Storage

Soup & Stew Essentials

Top Kitchen Appliances

Essential Flavours

A Laugh For YouA Laugh For You

A teacher asked her students to use the word "beans" in a sentence. "My
father grows beans," said one girl. "My mother cooks beans," said a boy. A

third student spoke up, "We are all human beans." Thanks to Laugh
Factory.

Have a good day.

https://kit.co/desplin/baking-essentials
https://kit.co/desplin/eco-friendly-food-storage
https://kit.co/desplin/soup-stew-essentials
https://kit.co/desplin/top-kitchen-appliances
https://kit.co/desplin/essential-flavours
http://www.laughfactory.com/jokes/food-jokes


Places To Find MePlaces To Find Me
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FacebookFacebook

InstagramInstagram
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